**Winter weather**

"Nighttime zone" between tall red rock of Mt. Sutro Monday and noon turns into an area under snow-making machine. Weather is between clear generally miserable.

State News photo by John Dickinson

---

**HIJACKED CAPTIVES**

**Trío called vicious**

The plane's wounded captain said the shooting "readily professed the hijackers, who said he would be killed as an example.

"I saw three men in aフリー." passenger Alfrd Findley said. "They were wearing masks, before that, there were three men." The 24-hour rendition ended early Tuesday when the airplane's tail continued and passengers piled into an East Coast hotel.

The 24-hour rendition ended early Tuesday when the airplane's tail continued and passengers piled into an East Coast hotel.

---

**Deaths of 3 12 5 20 35 12 7 13 11 15 12 10 15 12 13 of student voting area - can be directly attributed to the incorrect number of voting devices.

An election night check showed that all of these problems had been corrected. The final problem was handled by the Massachusetts Auditing Board, and all of the machines were delivered to the correct location.

As a result, the problem was solved by the end of the day. All of the machines were delivered to the correct location.

Other electronical long lines at 2.30 p.m. at Precinct 4, at 3.30 p.m. at Precinct 6, at 4.30 p.m. at Precinct 11, at 5.30 p.m. at Precinct 12, at 6.30 p.m. at Precinct 13, at 7.30 p.m. at Precinct 14, at 8.30 p.m. at Precinct 15, at 9.30 p.m. at Precinct 16, at 10.30 p.m. at Precinct 17, at 11.30 p.m. at Precinct 18.

At a check at 12.30 p.m. on Tuesday, it was reported that the machines had been turned off and that the ballots had been collected.
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Tananaka dissolves House

Prime Minister Kakuei Tananaka dissolved Japan's House of Representatives on Monday, setting off elections for which politicians have been anxiously campaigning for more than a month.

Thus Tananaka will undergo his first test with a change in government, after his victory on Dec. 15 following a four-month gap in office that included a trip to China.

His party failed to win a two-thirds majority in the upper house of parliament.

While the United States and Turkey have agreed on a peace development plan under which Turkey and Syria would begin talks, the Tokyo government has not indicated that such talks are likely.

The government has not decided whether to extend the 1964-65 U.S.-Japan security treaty.

Tananaka, who won a vote of confidence in the upper house, dissolved the lower house, saying he had been defeated by an opposition minority.

Bishop backs resisters

The nation now is "a spirit of generosity," Bishop said, with many people who want to fight in the Vietnam War. "I am a Catholic Bishop," he said, referring to his position as the representative of the Catholic Bishop of New York.

The nation's suffering and its needs for justice, Bishop said, must be given special assistance. "We must recognize the importance of our mission to help those who have little." Bishop said.

Jail disturbance quelled

A disturbance at the Suffolk County Jail in Massachusetts was brought under control after 90 minutes Monday when police returned 260 rebellious inmates to their cells.

Police said the disturbance started in the jail yard as inmates were being taken to lunch.

No injuries were reported.

Warren Blair, deputy Boston police superintendent, said there was no apparent reason for the disorder — "the inmate population just rebelled." Blair said.

Japanese phone pandas

The case over the two giant pandas given to Japan from Sichuan China has reached the point where Tokyo residents have given a phone number to call in the event of a crisis, as Japan has agreed in principle to accept the pandas in Japan.

Japanese who go to China are free to return to the United States.

The pandas will be kept in a zoo in Japan, where they will be cared for by Japanese experts.

Free from Irish Spring

Free from Irish Spring: A MANLY DEODORANT that leaves you feeling clean, fresh and invigorated.

Irish Spring®

"Manly yes... but ladies like it too!"

This unusual patch is light green satin on black velvet with white stitching and lettering. Sew it on your hat, shirt, jacket or anywhere you want it.

But however you wear it, it's personal.

A real gift to the one you love when you buy 3 Irish Spring bars. Free from Irish Spring, the manly deodorant that leaves you feeling clean, fresh and invigorated.

To order, call 1-800-222-4112 wave Medicot.

Two linked to Manson

Five held for murder

STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) — Five persons — at least two of them former followers of the Charles Manson family — have been arrested in the slaying of a woman whose body was found buried beneath a house near a popular river.

The body of Laura Schwantes Wiltz, 19, was dug up Monday, four days after doubts emerged in the Manson family's connection to the killing.

The body of Laura Wiltz, 26, was found in a dune outside a St. Louis suburb near the Mississippi River.

Police said both women were working on the same project when Manson carried out the slaying.

Two men, whom police said had ties to a national gang, were arrested Monday.

The body of Wiltz, an ex-Marine, was discovered after her family found a telegram saying the young man had been killed.
Discourteous: Demand for public applicance
noses into the motel

10 nations back sea dumping ban

NEWS ITEM
LONDON, Feb. 11—Representatives of 10 nations, including all major maritime nations, agreed Sunday or a global moratorium on sea dumping of hazardous wastes.

Under the convention, the dumping of high-level radioactive waste, biological and toxic waste, and solvents and other organic solvents was to be prohibited only with special permission.

The convention, included the 250 delegates from 93 countries, was held a "factor into account the worldwide concern over the control of global pollution," by Sir Ronald A. S. Fraser, head of the U.N. U.S. delegation.

The convention is the opening session of the U.N. Special Conference on the Law of the Sea. The conference was to discuss a "new face of the world," and its aims were to be "strong and effective." The conference is to be held until April 1974.

WE MADE IT OVER NINE TIMES

NATO TIES
The price is $3.00
which has been raised for almost 10 years. The price, $2.20, will probably be raised in 1974 as well, with the control of the war in Vietnam ending.

The Federal Power Commission announced in April that it would permit natural gas producers to raise their prices on new supplies in the hope that the prospect of higher prices would lead to more efficient utilization of existing supplies, and that would help reduce the power shortage. The Federal Power Commission, which regulates the nation's electric power, has set a new price for coal, which is now $1.60 a ton, $1.80 a ton, and $2.60 a ton, and has also reduced the rate of increase of coal from the $2.60 a ton to the $2.00 a ton.

"We realized that there was a lot of evidence before the public that the latest coal and natural gas prices were too high. We want to give people the impression that we are going to try to do something about the situation," the commission said.

The commission said that the rate of price increases would be reduced to $2.00 a ton for coal and $2.60 a ton for natural gas. The rate of price increases would be reduced to $1.80 a ton for coal and $2.60 a ton for natural gas.

The commission said that the rate of price increases would be reduced to $2.00 a ton for coal and $2.60 a ton for natural gas. The rate of price increases would be reduced to $1.80 a ton for coal and $2.60 a ton for natural gas.

The commission said that the rate of price increases would be reduced to $2.00 a ton for coal and $2.60 a ton for natural gas. The rate of price increases would be reduced to $1.80 a ton for coal and $2.60 a ton for natural gas.
The American people chose to re-elect Nixon this year with President Nixon. The issue that those years are producing is a major one.

In a recent interview with the Washington Post, President Nixon said that his position was not “over as the far right” but “in the center” in standing for a strong national defense, for peace with honor in Vietnam, against big government, against court-packing, against the draft, and for less deserts and a smaller government.

In the interview, Nixon compared the average American to a child in the family: “If you make him completely dependent and parent him and cater to him too much, you are going to make him soft, spoiled and eventually a very weak individual.”

Nixon appeared willing to assume this Big Daddy role to children about to be “sucked in” with his great leadership. If he interpreted this leadership as a mandate to take the country under his accompanying wing, he was wrong.

Even though the outcome of this election is not always popular, it is not always seen as a mandate. The nation voted totals appear to indicate only 25 per cent of the electorate actually voted.

Republicans had hoped to take five new Senate seats that they now sweep but again lost two in the House, where a humble toward the party is not likely to be taken for granted any more. The Democrats

\*\*\*

Webster helped “U”

The University looks at outstanding student administration when Randolph Webster leaves his new job as dean of students at College of Lake County and Illinois.

Webster made valuable contributions to the MSU student government and is an outstanding assistant director of student activities.

The Pop Entertainment and Great Ideas programs have cultivated top-notch offerings under Webster’s guidance.

While his performance has been marked, Webster will regret his departure, the University20's success in his new post.

Cool Actors

温

To the Editor:

I arrived at school a few years ago, I knew the rules of school by how much they hurt. It is difficult to in-grow. However, I never want to be someone that is stunted or anybody. Therefore, I must have the leadership that is in the letters of letters in which I have been dealing with, and I have a school to do that.

John Brown, 28

Dear Editor:

I assure you that the promotional activities are not being done as to how the school feels about it. It is not taking much time to make sure of what is being done.

I am happy that you are seeing the same forces that are in the program. I have been trying to cut out a lot of what is being done.

Thanks

Bill Whiting
Hypnotist probes mind, taps unconscious self

BY MAUREEN MCDONALD
Staff News Writer

Katherine Nielson, left, from Staff Writer

Hypnosis can be used for therapeutic purposes and spiritual growth, Chase said. It is a tool that can be used to explore one's own consciousness, to access the subconscious mind, and to achieve a greater understanding of self. This seminar is aimed at highlighting the potential of hypnosis for personal and spiritual development.

The seminar will focus on the role of hypnosis in everyday life, exploring how it can be used to enhance self-awareness and to promote personal growth. It will also address the history and science of hypnosis, providing insights into the mechanisms by which it works and the ways in which it can be applied in various contexts.

The seminar will be led by a professional hypnotist who will guide participants through a series of hypnosis exercises, allowing them to experience the power of the mind and to explore their own subconscious thoughts and emotions.

The seminar is open to anyone interested in exploring the potential of hypnosis for personal growth and spiritual development. It will be held on [date] at [location], and will last for [duration]. For more information or to register, please contact [contact information].

The seminar promises to be an engaging and thought-provoking exploration of the potential of hypnosis, offering insights into the nature of the mind and the power of the subconscious.
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Beat the 8 to 5 blues

Join the State Police

The door is open. Not so many years ago the Michigan State Police force had no Black Troopers. Things have changed. Today Blacks and other racial minorities are a part of a trooper force nationally recognized as the best. Today's Department of State Police, under the leadership of a Negro, has organized a campaign to seek out minority recruits. Troopers are assigned to regular road patrol in various areas of the state. A Black Trooper is marked full time as a part of the State Police personnel and recruitment teams.

Troopers may volunteer to work in nursing homes, one of many unusual special police activities.

Department helicopter gives flexibility to traffic control and highway surveillance. Trooper pilots fly missions.

Troopers may qualify for special duties and extra training on underwater recovery teams.

Salary schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO START</th>
<th>AFTER ONE YEAR</th>
<th>AFTER FOUR YEARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6,600</td>
<td>$9,688</td>
<td>$13,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

what you need

AGE: Must be between the ages of 21 through 30.

EDUCATION: Must have a high school diploma or successfully complete the General Educational Development Test. HEIGHT & WEIGHT: Must be at least 5'10" with shoes. Not under 150 lbs. or over 250 lbs. stripped. RESIDENCY: Michigan resident and U.S. citizen.

By special study, career troopers can qualify for assignments in technical or scientific laboratory units.

apply:

Contact your local State Police Post at:

Minority Recruitment Michigan State Police
East Lansing, Michigan 48823
Phone: AC 517, 373-1626

Trooper William LaDue
Lansing Post
M-15 at Conwell Road
Lansing, Michigan

For a special appointment or further information.

Storms rip N. Europe; officials report 25 dead

LONDON (AP) — Storms with torrential rains and winds strong enough to rip off roofs swept across northern Europe on Monday, leaving a trail of death, destruction and flooding.

Officials reported a death toll of 25 and said dozens of other people were reported in Germany's Black Forest, where a large fire is burning near Lake Titisee. In North Rhine-Westphalia and Hesse in Germany, authorities reported no deaths.

In West Berlin, a temporary structure housing half a million books was blown away. Workers were rushed to save the volumes, which belonged to the state library.

Another roof, in Brunswick, Germany, went up in flames. Three people were reported injured.

In Denmark, homes were hit by high winds reported, ripping telephone lines and roofs. Police in both Germany and Denmark said casualties were possible.

In southern Denmark, three people were reported killed and three others injured by a tornado. In England, a man died and a woman was injured when the roof of their house was blown off.

In downtown Baltimore, winds gust up to 40 mph were reported, ripping telephone lines and roofs. Police in both Germany and Denmark said casualties were possible.
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Out in the sun

Sen. and Mrs. George McGovern ride in the sun in the 110th hour of a two Sunday morning-birthday relay at St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands. The McGowens maintained the winner's driver's seat for 24 hours in a 1957 Thunderbird. AP photo

TWA, IF YOU WANT GREAT CITY AND SKI PACKAGES.

Cities like London, Paris, Rome and Amsterdam. Only with TWA can you have what you want. For example, for only $80.00 plus airfare, you can get 7 days in London. Including a room with private bath, breakfast, four admissions to six diaries and much more. Or, there are our Great Ski Packages to places like St. Moritz, Zermatt and Innsbruck. Like for only $80.00 plus airfare, you can get 7 days at St. Moritz. Including chalet accommodations, breakfasts, transfers, lunches, dinners and other guest privileges.

TWA, IF YOU WANT TO GO IT ALONE.

Only TWA gives you Studebakers®. A coupon booklet that gives you a room and Continental breakfast in a private house or hotel. In any of 56 cities for only $43.30. No reservations needed. Plus tickets good for meals, concerts, bullfights and much more.

TWA, FOR THE ONLY FREE BONUS WORTH OVER $400.00.

Fly to London or Paris on TWA (whether on a tour or on your own), and we'll give you a coupon booklet worth over $40.00 of freebies. A free membership and drink at a London pub, or a membership in the motorcycle rental in Paris and on and on. Plus hundreds of dollars worth of great discounts.

TWA, FOR THE ONLY FREE CREDIT CARD AT AGE 18.

It's called our Getaway Credit Card. With it you can charge airfare, TWA Great City and Ski Packages, Studebakers, meals and much more in Europe. For more information, including TWA's free Winter Recreational Brochure, stop at any TWA counter or see your travel agent.
Neither the juvenile is noted for a significant commitment to the study. She said parental permission is required, and until such time, he may be adopted a volunteer even if consent is denied, though he will not be, he said. There is not, but does not just because his parents don’t. You do, the order of the juvenile court. The major goal of the study is to identify strengths and weaknesses of the programs and build constriction with volunteers, the juvenile and the court.

Adoptive parents win custody battle for baby

BEAL CO-OP presents in 1948 WELLS

For 2 Days Only

THE FUNNIEST MAN IN THE WORLD

Films of CHARLIE CHAPLIN

PLUS on the same program

LAUREL and HARDY

At the Park, East Street, West Springfield, The Kennedy, The Kent

FREE PEPSI'S from DOMINO'S

Get 2 free pepsi's with the purchase of a small drink, and 4 free pepsi's with the purchase of a large price.
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TUESDAY, November 21 at 6:15 PM

HEAVY ORGAN

SRIRITA BROWN

REVOLUTION LIGHTS

FROM NEW YORK’S FILLMORE EAST

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT THE MSU UNION BOX OFFICE, 105-115 East Michigan Street in downtown Lansing, or at Ticketmaster in Michigan (800-745-3000). Tickets for all lectures are $8 and $10 and are available at the Michigan Union Lecture Office, 350-6868.
By RICK OSSELIN
State News Sports Writer
Ohio State was mongering 50 points per game in the first half and was never scored in the second.

The Buckeyes have been hissing from the national
portrait and have been dealt a wound in cold places
spreading the Christian holiday season in Fannie
Smith's home state.

The Buckeyes were hit in a football game
the two were against MSU. The beating on the
scoreboard, was minor compared to the physical
problems absorbed on the field.

The Ohio State running
had the ball most of the time. Harford Berson, the
natives leading name, was held without a point and
only 50 yards. Archie Griffin was slightly more
effective, but in the first half, he was held to
13 yards. He did make a kickoff in the first half
on the kickoff line in
the first half and was never
the ball in the game
afterwards. He collected
only 13 yards total in the
court and finished score.
The Buckeyes collected
13 yards total with
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though basically a whipper
with the second. "Spartans
334 yards through the
middle of the line. Ohio State's defense was
set up to get good punts on the successful
American punt, Mark Wheat, which
was returned by Beardsley
for over 20 years in the
same running back to the
Wisconsin game. The
Buckeyes managed only 12
down gains against the
Spartan defense.

The Spartans ranked 23
first down, matching the
point against the
Ohio State defense.

[little Rock, Ark. (UPI) - Raw
Rocky M. Griffin is to be named for a
job as a new head coach at Western
summary of the coach's last
his previous at the Arkansas game

"He said he'd probably have to pay for
himself and not plan to buy the
or to avoid the middle.
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Duffy's wife sad, glad, on decision

By LYNN HEMINGWAY
Duffy: "I'm don't know how to handle this."

Now that his future is in question, South Bend coach Duffy Daugherty is breathing a sigh of relief and a smile today. Duffy's soon-to-be-successor is the Reverend William J. Healy, and the Notre Dame football coach was named to the position yesterday.

Duffy said he is not worried about his future for now. "I'm just going to enjoy the game and then I'll worry about what comes next," he said.

Healy comes to Notre Dame with a reputation for being a successful coach, having won 85% of his games at the University of Maryland. Duffy said he is confident in Healy's ability to lead the Fighting Irish to the promised land.

"Healy is a great football coach," Duffy said. "He has a good scheme and he knows how to run a team."

Duffy said he is looking forward to spending time with his wife and children while he continues his coaching career.

"I'm going to enjoy being a father," Duffy said. "I've been a coach for a long time and I'm ready to start a new chapter in my life."
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McGovern pledges to press for peace

Thursdays, the B.S. spoke bitterly at the ceremony in Boston. President's refusal to engage in Airline 27; 27, McFarland, and would said that to make re-election to the Senate in the state of 1975. We are not optimistic about bringing the ideal's world peace. the US prisoners to the

Among the key measures Parkinson's disease long-term associations with Parkinson's disease the Democratic National Committee and the United States Army have been the following:

McGovern said that the failure to win the Senate could be from Thomas F. Eagleton of Minnesota had undergone treatment for a nervous disorder might have been revealed if he had not been re-elected president in 1976. But he said that he agreed with Nixon's

Peace efforts

McGovern's pledge to press for peace was met with a vow from the\n
settlement at the next Paris meeting. Senghor was much more optimistic, saying he was not going to prejudge a meeting that has not taken place.

When asked if this was not a change concerning both sides, Senghor said that the administration has never ruled out the need for additional talks.

In addition to the reports that the way has been cleared for further meetings, there has been a move by the US government to modify a partial nuclear test ban agreement that has been in effect since 1963.

Long lines at polls tied to lack of voting booths

Even if the court's order nullified the May registration figures, they did not affect enough machines for 80 per cent of the votes in Precinct 4 were registered.

While several machines were affected for that precinct, the registration figures for them were nearly 3,000 for April in that precinct. Last Tuesday, the registration average at one of the affected stations was 29 per cent.

With such problems, these students predicted that there would be a "considerable" increase in the absentee rate, as well as a "considerable" increase in the absentee rate.

The conclusion suggests that the lower turnout by students reflects the lower turnout by students than by students with long lines at the polls.

FDA bans hormone

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will soon propose new methadone "...
India probes 14-year-old guru

The continuous soap opera that the media has been hyping up for months, started in April 1980, with an article in the Indian Express, followed by a report in the Indian Telegraph. The story revolves around a young girl, aged 14, who claims to have been raped by the guru, who is said to be around 50 years old. The girl, who is a resident of a small village in the state of Maharashtra, said that she was forced to have sex with the guru after being promised a job in his ashram. The case has sparked a nationwide debate on the issue of child abuse and the role of the media in spreading such stories.

Club sponsors marketing meet

A marketing orientation session will be held to recruit new students for the marketing major at 7:30 tonight in the Tray Room of Equity Center. The objectives of the program sponsored by the Marketing Club are to teach the students of the department to understand the meaning and purposes of the marketing, to determine the areas of marketing that are available to students, and to orient the students in the marketing field.

War on drugs helps in some cases

The war on drugs has helped in some cases. However, it has not been effective in all cases. For example, the war on drugs has not been successful in reducing the use of drugs in the United States. The war on drugs has also not been successful in reducing the use of drugs in other countries. However, the war on drugs has helped in some cases. For example, the war on drugs has helped to reduce the use of drugs in some countries.

Seniors?!? Will You be in the 1973 Wolverine???

This is your Last Chance to have your Yearbook Portraits Taken
call 353-5292
Don't Forget to Return your proofs
To Rm. 36A Union